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David Nolan Gallery is pleased to present Berlin Now, on view from November 9 through December 16, 

2017. Focusing on eleven international artists who live and work primarily in Berlin, the exhibition examines 

the unique creative dynamic of a city frequently associated with artistic freedom and bold visual expression. 

The show presents works by John Bock, Monica Bonvicini, Adrian Ghenie, Anton Henning, Caroline 
Kryzecki, Alicja Kwade, Via Lewandowsky, Jonathan Meese, Daniel Richter, Sandra Vásquez de la 
Horra, and Jorinde Voigt.
 

The heyday of Berlin began in the 1920s, as it became the largest industrial city in Europe. Individuals such 

as the architect Walter Gropius, physicist Albert Einstein, painter George Grosz and writer Bertolt Brecht 

made Berlin one of the major cultural centres of Europe. After the Second World War, Berlin became the 

focal point of the Cold War, from 1947, and once again a centre for independent thinkers. Following the 

erection of the Berlin Wall in 1961, the city continued as a creative hub for German artists, many of whom 

were attracted by the subsidies offered by the German government.

 

David Nolan states: “the younger wave of artists in this exhibition are attentive to the city’s heavy political 

past and have inevitably been attracted by affordable studios, as well as world-class galleries and museums.

In this context, artists from across the world have furthered Berlin’s position as a major creative capital for 

the visual arts, music and performance.”

 

Beginning in 1987 – with an exhibition of early drawings by Sigmar Polke – David Nolan Gallery has 

mounted numerous exhibitions of canonical German artists, including George Grosz, Eugen Schönebeck, 

Georg Baselitz, Martin Kippenberger, Dieter Roth, Gerhard Richter, Rosemarie Trockel, and Albert Oehlen. 

Together these artists now represent the “Older Guard” of German artists. With Berlin Now, the gallery 

proposes a counterpart to this earlier assembly and a signal to the future.

 

The gallery would like to thank Rebeccah Blum in Berlin; Anton Kern Gallery, New York; Mitchell-Innes & 

Nash, New York; Sexauer Gallery, Berlin; 303 Gallery, New York; Regen Projects, Los Angeles; and all the 

artists.


